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MACCHI PLAST carries out plastic moulding activities with relative assemblies. 
We also focus on technological evolution and, thanks to our high production 
capacity, our company can meet the requirements of companies in any sector. 

MACCHI PLAST develops any item from the design stage to the end product. 
And, if necessary, we will customise it for you.

Moulding and machinery

The moulding department is equipped with hi-tech NEGRI BOSSI, 
ARBURG, DEMAG and BATTENFELD presses. The company’s 
processes are subject to the audits certifi ed companies must undergo.
We use machines and accessories to automate the refi ll of raw materials. 

MACCHI PLAST is also equipped with closed-circuit cooling systems 
for presses, moulds and dehumidifi ers for raw materials.
Once a polyamide item is made, it goes through an insulated thermal 
seal oven to normalise the nylon.
The steps of the process and specifi c humidity and all the data are 
certifi ed and printed.

Services
Once moulded, the artefact is, if necessary, assembled, customised, 
packaged and weighed, using an electronic microprocessor piece-
counter. A printed label that indicates the weight is then applied. 
The boxes are then stored in the warehouse ready for delivery with 
our vehicles.
That’s how we ensure a quick and flexible service.

MACCHI PLAST carries out pad printing and thermal transfer on tech and advertising items made 
with plastic (nylon, abs, polycarbonate), ferrous material, wood, paper, painted material and glass. 
It’s ideal for marking texts, progressive numbering, QR codes, barcodes or anti-counterfeiting.

Besides ensuring quality moulding, we carry out ink adhesion tests and resistance tests to petrol 
and alcohol and print adhesion tests.
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Macchi Plast S.r.l.
Via Sacro Monte 9 
angolo Via Resegone 
Locate Varesino (Co)
Ph. +39 0331.855315

info@macchiplast.it
commerciale@macchiplast.it
tecnico@macchiplast.it
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